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INTRODUCTION
The world in which we live and work continues to grow in
complexity, and with it, citizens’ expectations of their public
institutions to deliver different and better public services.
Changing demographics and an
aging population are placing growing
demands on our healthcare system
and communities. Climate change is
increasing the risk of natural disasters,
such as floods or forest fires, which in
turn create environmental, social and
economic challenges. Technological
advances are changing the very
nature of public services in areas
such as education, the environment,
public security, infrastructure, health,
economic development and social
services. At the same time, a shifting
global economy is having a significant
impact on Alberta’s economy, in turn
impacting the amount of public funding
available to deliver government services.
Our province is affected more and more
by global influences, which create both
opportunities and risks that must be
identified and tackled proactively if the
government is to achieve its goals and
best serve its citizens.

As legislative auditors, it is our
duty and our responsibility to help
Alberta’s public service ensure value
for money and long-term sustainability
of the programs and services vital
to Albertans.
To uphold this responsibility and to
stay relevant, like government itself
we must challenge our traditional ways
of thinking, embrace new ideas and
approaches, and focus on matters of
significance to the people of Alberta.
This plan charts our way forward on
how, working with legislators, public
servants and Albertans, we will continue
to make a difference.
Our work must engage the people
of Alberta.
With that as our destination,
our journey begins today.

OUR WORK
WHO WE ARE

We are an office of 150 people mandated by the Auditor General Act to examine
and report publicly on the Government of Alberta’s management of the public
resources entrusted to it.
WHAT WE DO

We are the auditors of every ministry, department, regulated fund and most
provincial agencies. We audit so that we can report on how well the government
is managing its responsibilities and the province’s resources. We provide
independent assurance to the people of Alberta that public money is spent
properly and provides value.
HOW WE DO IT

We look at government through the lens of Albertans and apply our professional
expertise to provide conclusions on whether the province’s financial statements
are presented fairly and are free of material errors, misstatements or omissions.
Through performance auditing we also examine whether the management
control systems and processes of government are working well and achieving
desired results. Where we find systems and processes are not working as well
as they could, we provide recommendations for improvement aimed at helping
the government succeed in delivering what it has set out to do for the people
of Alberta.
WHO WE SERVE

We report directly to the 87 Members of the Legislative Assembly of Alberta,
and through them, the more than four million people who call Alberta home.
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OUR VISION, MISSION
AND VALUES
Our vision, mission and values are part of the DNA of every
member of our team and at the heart of everything we do.
Together they provide the framework for how we serve the
people of Alberta.
MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF ALBERTANS.
VISION

MISSION

In order to make a difference in the lives of Albertans, we recognize that we must
have a more direct relationship with them. We must engage Albertans in our work
and demonstrate how our work makes a difference in their lives.

IDENTIFYING OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF AND
CONFIDENCE IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE.

Our work identifies opportunities to improve the performance of the Alberta public
service. Successful implementation of our recommendations for improvement
should in turn lead to increased confidence in the public service.

VALUES

We are committed to our mission, and to achieving our vision. Our values guide
us in our internal and external relationships:				
TRUST
We earn it with everything we say and do. We are accountable for our actions.
RESPECT
Everyone has the right to be heard and deserves to be treated with dignity
and courtesy.
DIVERSITY OF THOUGHT
We encourage open minds, innovative thinking and constructive challenge.
TEAMWORK
With integrity, we work together to generate better solutions.
GROWTH
We view individual success as professional growth together with a fulfilling personal life.
We value both.
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CHARTING OUR COURSE IN A CHANGING WORLD

OUR GOAL
AND
STRATEGIES
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Our Goal:

WHAT THIS
MEANS

WHY THIS IS
IMPORTANT

To have our work acted upon

For our work to result in improved performance by the public service,
our stakeholders must see the value of our work, and government managers
must agree with our findings and be eager to implement our recommendations.
It means not only that the Government of Alberta will act, but that the people
of Alberta will demand action. We are a credible voice with an independent
view of the Government of Alberta. Our work transcends political cycles
and must be sustainable.

A worthwhile recommendation should be acted upon. Our work is focused
on critical aspects of government operations; where we find opportunities for
improvement, we expect that government will move promptly to implement our
recommendations for the benefit of Albertans. Through us, the province invests
$27 million annually in auditing the government’s accounts and management
control systems and processes. We must deliver value for that investment.

WE WILL ACHIEVE OUR GOAL THROUGH FIVE KEY STRATEGIES:
HOW WE WILL
ACHIEVE OUR GOAL

»» Engage our people in meeting future opportunities and challenges
»» Strengthen our working relationship with the public service
»» Engage our stakeholders and the public in our work
»» Improve and advance the government’s integrated financial and
non-financial performance reporting
»» Develop capacity and resilience to identify, analyze and respond
to disruptive events
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Strategy:

WHAT THIS
MEANS

Engage our people in meeting future
opportunities and challenges

Our work as legislative auditors is evolving in a changing and complex political,
social and economic environment. We need to ensure our people are prepared
and have the skills necessary to thrive and succeed as individuals, and in the
collective best interest of our organization and Albertans. We need team members
with a broad range of skills working together using diverse perspectives to identify
opportunities to improve the performance of the public service. We need a culture
that is open to new ways of working, to unlock capacity and foster collaboration.
We must embrace innovation, encouraging team members to try new approaches,
and even learning from the occasional failure. People and organizations can learn
as much, or more, from failure as they can from success. Innovation is key to
an agile and effective Office of the Auditor General. We have an opportunity
to demonstrate innovation and thereby serve as a model to government and
the private sector.

WHY THIS IS
IMPORTANT

HOW WE
WILL DO THIS

The strength of our organization is our people. We have a passion for public
service and making a difference in the lives of Albertans. Our shared values bring
us together with the training, tools and resources to fulfill our vision and mission.

»» Develop contemporary people strategies, using our vision as a powerful
tool to create a culture that embraces diverse approaches to help us
anticipate, prepare and respond to the trends and potentially disruptive
forces of the future
»» Attract and retain world-class professionals who embrace our values
and can bring our vision to life every day
»» Develop a people-resourcing framework that anticipates and meets
the needs of our future practice and provides unique and exceptional
personal and career development opportunities
»» Create an environment where self-managed professionals thrive and
succeed, and where team members are empowered decision-makers
who take ownership of their results, development and performance
»» Engage technology, tools and processes that unlock capacity
and create new ways of working to enhance effective auditing
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Strategy:

WHAT THIS
MEANS

WHY THIS IS
IMPORTANT

Strengthen our working relationship
with the public service

While the office must preserve its independence, we must also work effectively
with the entities we audit—government ministries, departments, agencies, boards
and commissions—to continue to enhance our understanding of their operations,
and focus our audit work on areas of risk. An effective working relationship and
solid understanding of what they do will help us clearly communicate our
findings and present meaningful recommendations for improvement.

Public service leaders must see value in our work—value to them as well as to
the people of Alberta. Better results are achieved when government managers
believe that we understand their business and see us as trusted advisors,
leveraging our recommendations for real improvements for Albertans.

»» Develop a strategy to engage the public service in our work
HOW WE
WILL DO THIS

»» Engage senior government officials in setting priorities for our
multi-year risk-based performance audit program of work
»» Review and continuously improve our audit processes, including better
ways to communicate and effectively engage with audit entity staff
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Strategy:

WHAT THIS
MEANS

WHY THIS IS
IMPORTANT

HOW WE
WILL DO THIS

Engage our stakeholders and the public
in our work

If our work is to be of value to Albertans, we must present it in a user-friendly
and compelling manner. We must engage Albertans, beyond simply keeping them
informed, and offer opportunities for them to get involved in our work. Engaging
the public effectively in our work will also strengthen their understanding and
confidence in the work of the public service.

Albertans must drive demand for good governance. Engagement in our
work will signal the public’s desire for timely and meaningful action on our
recommendations for improvement. As primary consumers of government
programs and services, Albertans can also help us focus our performance
audit work by providing feedback on where improvements are required.

»» Develop and implement a strategy, including social media and
interactive technologies, to enable Albertans to become more aware,
involved and invested in our work
»» Provide the tools and working culture to enable staff to identify and
effectively engage the appropriate stakeholders in our audit processes
»» Engage stakeholders in setting priorities for our multi-year risk-based
performance audit program of work
»» Publish and report annually on our program of work and its impact
»» Provide a broad range of communication products that are relevant,
concise and easy to understand
»» Provide public education programs to help MLAs, audit entities
and the public better understand our work
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Strategy:

WHAT THIS
MEANS

WHY THIS IS
IMPORTANT

HOW WE
WILL DO THIS

Improve and advance the government’s
integrated financial and non-financial
performance reporting

Integrated performance reporting means reporting to Albertans on the results
of government activities, programs and services and linking the results achieved
to the investment of public resources. Currently government performance reports
come in many formats, but it is difficult for the public to get an overall sense
of whether the government is achieving cost effective results. We will work
to promote improved integrated performance reporting by the government.

Government works most effectively when citizens are engaged in oversight.
The best way to do that is to provide citizens with the right information on
what is happening, why it is happening and the impact on them. The current
government performance reporting process needs to be improved. Our job
should be to add credibility to the information reported by ensuring that
it is accurate, relevant and provided to Albertans in a meaningful way.

»» Research government reporting processes in other jurisdictions
and identify best practices
»» Work with the government to identify reporting improvements,
put them into place and monitor for ongoing effectiveness
»» Encourage government to use a balanced and effective combination
of performance measures and indicators to demonstrate the
achievements of ministry business plans
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Strategy:

WHAT THIS
MEANS

Develop capacity and resilience to identify,
analyze and respond to disruptive events

The accelerating pace of change and disrupting trends, such as changing
demographics, and the effects of exponentially advancing technology, will have
a significant impact on all business sectors, including the auditing profession.
This dynamic and often unpredictable environment also places increasing
pressure on Alberta’s public service to anticipate and adapt policies, programs
and services to ensure it continues to best serve its citizens.
As auditors, we must arm ourselves with a better understanding of the challenges
facing our audit entities to ensure we are well informed and best equipped to
provide relevant, timely and reliable information in our role as trusted advisors.

WHY THIS IS
IMPORTANT

We must have the skills necessary to audit increasingly complex topics, ensuring
high-quality and valuable work in a rapidly changing environment. With sound
information and knowledge management systems, we can better assess risk and
enhance our use of trend analyses and data analytics to support the public service
as it anticipates and responds to disruptive events.
As government systems change, we too must be nimble and able to adapt.
We must use information strategically to help us look ahead and anticipate risks
and opportunities in our own work. We must have systems and processes in
place to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the information we use to
determine which government programs, services, processes and systems
to focus our work on.

»» Create an internal culture of innovation
HOW WE
WILL DO THIS

»» Enhance our information and knowledge management systems to
optimize the translation from data to information, knowledge and
ultimately insight
»» Strengthen the information and knowledge management skills
of our people
»» Develop decision support systems to identify, analyze and assess
disruptive events
»» Build a community of practice around business intelligence, analytics
and decision support, where disruptive incidents can be identified
and discussed to help focus and prioritize our work
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ACHIEVING SUCCESS
A strategic plan is only as good as the commitment of leaders
and the organization as a whole to realize it. We are committed
to the following outcomes that define what success looks like in
achieving our goal and fulfilling the strategies set out in this plan.
Our work enhances government’s ability to deliver services that are reliable,
able to adapt to meet the needs of Albertans, and delivered at a reasonable cost.
» Alberta’s public service and Albertans see us as trusted advisors and invite
our involvement and contributions with a focus on continuous improvement.
» Integrated government financial and non-financial performance reporting
is timely, relevant and accessible to all Albertans.
» Albertans are informed and understand the value they are getting for their
tax dollars, and have confidence in the work of the public service.
Our office is acknowledged by provincial legislators, the public service
and Albertans as making a difference in the lives of Albertans.
» Albertans understand the role of the Office of the Auditor General. They are
interested in our work and embrace opportunities to get involved in setting
audit priorities and in holding government accountable for results.
» We have a collaborative and effective working relationship with Alberta’s public
service, focused on improving and demonstrating the value for money of
government programs and services, and the shared goal of making a difference
in the lives of Albertans.
» MLAs, members of Alberta’s public service, and the public recognize our work
as contributing to the quality of government programs and service delivery.
Our staff and office demonstrate excellence in legislative auditing.
» We attract and retain the best talent, ensuring we have the right people, in the
right roles, doing the right work. We are recognized as an employer of choice
with a positive culture supporting “those who make a difference.”
» We have a highly engaged and connected workforce. Team members, acting
from a place of personal leadership, are empowered and self-accountable for
extraordinary results.
» We enhance our work in new and innovative ways, encouraging and supporting
new work arrangements and streamlining processes to reduce effort. Staff have
timely access to high-quality data to support analysis and decision-making.
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MEASURING
AND REPORTING
ON OUR PROGRESS
As part of our annual business planning and results
reporting process, we will develop performance measures
to help us track and report our progress toward our goal
to have our work acted upon, and our vision of making
a difference in the lives of Albertans.
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STRATEGY MAP 2017 TO 2022
Our Goal: To have our work acted upon
STRATEGY

CHANGE
FACTORS

PAST

PRESENT

FUTURE

Engage our people in meeting future opportunities and challenges
Our culture

Hierarchal; structured

Engaged individuals

Engaged, empowered decision-makers
& teams; employer of choice

Work environment

Bureaucratic; paper driven

Some collaborative tools

New technology-empowered
ways of working

Exclusively CPAs

Mix of CPAs & non-CPAs,
primarily public accounting firm
or legislative audit office experience;
in-house subject matter expertise
in some areas (information &
related technology, performance
measurement, legal); use of
contracted subject matter experts

Legislative auditors with
greater diversity in experience,
superior project management
skills & targeted subject
matter expertise

Audit staff expertise

Strengthen our working relationship with the public sector
Our approach

Compliance;
monitoring & reporting

Growing collaboration to identify
opportunities for improvement

Engaged; trusted advisor

Our people

Relationship limited
to audit work

Recognize value of being
engaged with audit entity staff

Effectively engaged with audit
entity staff; strong understanding
of audit entity work

Performance audit
selection process

External requests;
observations from financial
statement audit work

Risk assessment with
some external input

Highest risk/reward;
strategic implication with broad
input from Albertans

Engage our stakeholders and the public in our work
Our work

Published paper reports

Published & on-line reports

Interactive communication products

Our people

Limited engagement
with stakeholders

Expanding engagement
with stakeholders

Working culture of engagement

Albertans

Some awareness;
uninvolved

Some awareness; uninvolved

High level of awareness
& involvement; engaged

MLAs

Reactive

Beginning to engage in
development of performance
audit program of work

Actively support work of the OAG &
focused follow-up of entities’ progress
implementing OAG recommendations

Improve and advance the government’s integrated financial and non-financial performance reporting

Teams/audit approach

Separate financial statement
& performance audit teams;
limited sharing of audit
entity knowledge

Some staff conducting
both financial statement &
performance audits; increasing
collaboration sharing entity
knowledge & assessing risk

Legislative auditors capable of
auditing all aspects of an entity;
knowledge development & risk
assessment informing both financial
statement & performance audits

GOA performance
reporting

Financial reporting; some
performance reporting

Separate financial & non-financial
performance reporting

Balanced, effective combination
of measures to demonstrate
results and their cost

Develop capacity and resilience to identify, analyze and respond to disruptive events
Use of information,
applications &
technology

Limited integration &
accessible information

Data and information

Knowledge & insight

Our knowledge scope

Departments & agencies

All of Alberta government
& its relationships

Alberta, Canada & global forces

Use of data analytics

Limited

Used in financial statement audits;
limited use in performance audits

Integral to all of our work

Our culture

Bureaucratic;
limited use of technology

Exploring new thinking
& technologies

Strong culture of innovation;
leading edge technologies
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